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USAABSTRACT

Cloud platforms’ rapid growth is raising signi�cant concerns abouttheir carbon emissions. To reduce carbon emissions, future cloudplatforms will need to increase their reliance on renewable energysources, such as solar and wind, which have zero emissions but arehighly unreliable. Unfortunately, today’s energy systems e�ectivelymask this unreliability in hardware, which prevents applicationsfrom optimizing their carbon-e�ciency, or work done per kilogramof carbon emitted. To address the problem, we design an “ecovisor,”which virtualizes the energy system and exposes software-de�nedcontrol of it to applications. An ecovisor enables each application tohandle clean energy’s unreliability in software based on its own spe-ci�c requirements. We implement a small-scale ecovisor prototypethat virtualizes a physical energy system to enable software-basedapplication-level i) visibility into variable grid carbon-intensity andlocal renewable generation and ii) control of server power usageand battery charging and discharging. We evaluate the ecovisorapproach by showing how multiple applications can concurrentlyexercise their virtual energy system in di�erent ways to betteroptimize carbon-e�ciency based on their speci�c requirementscompared to general system-wide policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud platforms are growing exponentially, and have been for sometime, with a recent analysis estimating a 6⇥ increase in their ca-pacity from 2010-2018, or roughly a 22.4% increase per year [51].This “hyperscale” growth is being driven by the continual devel-opment of new and useful, but often computationally-intensive,applications, particularly in arti�cial intelligence (AI) and machinelearning (ML) [22]. As they have grown, to mitigate large increasesin their energy consumption and cost, cloud platforms have ag-gressively optimized their energy-e�ciency, e.g., by reducing theirpower usage e�ectiveness (PUE) – the ratio of total datacenterpower to server power – to near the optimal value of 1 [11, 18].However, further improving energy-e�ciency is becoming in-creasingly challenging, as it is already highly optimized. Thus, con-tinued growth in cloud capacity will likely result in much largerincreases in energy consumption moving forward. Of course, thisenergy growth is also increasing cloud platforms’ carbon and green-house gas (GHG) emissions, which are causing the Earth’s temper-ature to rise [40, 52]. The negative environmental e�ects of cloudplatforms’ hyperscaler growth have begun to receive signi�cantattention. As a result, all the major cloud providers have announcedaggressive goals for reducing, and ultimately eliminating, theirplatforms’ carbon emissions over the next decade, while acknowl-edging that many of the technologies necessary to achieve thesesustainability goals have yet to be developed [1, 20, 31, 54, 65].Ultimately, reducing cloud platforms’ carbon emissions will re-quire them to power their cloud and edge datacenters using cleaner“lower-carbon” energy sources. A distinguishing characteristic ofclean energy is its unreliability: it is intermittent and not availablein unlimited quantities at any single location all the time. Notably,clean energy’s unreliability manifests itself in two distinct wayswithin our current energy system: i) the unreliability of renewablepower generation and ii) the volatility of grid power’s carbon-intensity. In the former case, the power generated by zero-carbonrenewable energy sources, primarily solar and wind, at any location
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USAABSTRACT

Technology companies reduce their datacenters’ carbon footprintby investing in renewable energy generation and receiving creditsfrom power purchase agreements. Annually, datacenters o�set theirenergy consumption with generation credits (Net Zero). But hourly,datacenters often consume carbon-intensive energy from the gridwhen carbon-free energy is scarce. Relying on intermittent renew-able energy in every hour (24/7) requires a mix of renewable energyfrom complementary sources, energy storage, and workload sched-uling. In this paper, we present the Carbon Explorer framework toanalyze the solution space.We use Carbon Explorer to balance trade-o�s between operational and embodied carbon, optimizing the mixof solutions for 24/7 carbon-free datacenter operation based ongeographic location and workload. Carbon Explorer has been open-sourced at https://github.com/facebookresearch/CarbonExplorer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Carbon-free energy is essential for environmental sustainability.The UN’s 24/7 Carbon-Free Energy Compact calls for an ambitiousgoal: "Every kilowatt-hour of electricity consumption is met withcarbon-free electricity sources, every hour of every day, every-where" [75]. In the US, the Department of Defense and the GeneralServices Administration seek strategies for "supplying 24/7 carbonpollution-free electricity for the federal government" [76]. Comput-ing must do its part to address this societal challenge. Electricityconsumed by datacenters is signi�cant and growing rapidly. Data-centers world-wide consumed 205 TWh in 2018 [58], exceeding theannual consumption of countries such as Ireland and Denmark [67].Information and communication technology may account for 7%to 20% of global electricity demand by 2030 [3, 34].Net Zero versus 24 / 7.At present, technology companies investin renewable energy generation to o�set datacenter energy con-sumption [18, 35, 39]. Amazon, Meta, and Google have collectivelyinvested in 22 GW of renewable energy generation to meet NetZero commitments. These investments align with broader e�orts.In the United States, renewable energy generation is projected toincrease from 20% in 2020 to 42% by 2050 as the nation pursues NetZero [73]. Solar and wind comprise 47% and 34% of this renewableenergy [77].

Yet 24/7 carbon-free computing remains challenging becauserenewable energy supply �uctuates. The broad deployment of solarand wind farms will lead to increasingly severe hourly and seasonalsupply �uctuations. Figure 1 highlights �uctuations when renew-able generation comprises 33% of the total. At times, the grid’ssupply of renewable energy may exceed demand, forcing ine�cientcurtailments that deactivate renewable energy generation in orderto match supply with demand [6, 10, 11, 48]. At other times, solarand wind energy is scarce.
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ABSTRACT

1.5 billion smartphones a
re sold annually, an

d most are deco
mmis-

sioned less than two years later.
Most of these

unwanted smart-

phones are
neither disc

arded nor recycle
d but languis

h in junk

drawers an
d storage units. This

computational s
tockpile repre-

sents a substantial
wasted potential: m

odern smartphones h
ave

increasingly
performant and energy-e�cient proce

ssors, exten
-

sive networ
king capabi

lities, and re
liable built-

in power supp
lies.

This project
studies the a

bility to repurpose
these unwan

ted smart-

phones as “j
unkyard computers.” Junk

yard computers grow
global

compute capacit
y by extending d

evice lifetim
es, and save

carbon

by supplanting
the manufacture

of new devices. We show that

the capabili
ties of even

decade-old
smartphones a

re within those

demanded by modern cloud microservices
, and discuss

how to com-

bine phones
to perform increasingly

complex tasks. W
e describe

how current ope
ration-focus

ed metrics do no
t capture th

e actual

carbon costs of com
pute. To address this

, we propos
e Computa-

tional Carbo
n Intensity—a

performance metric that ba
lances the

continued service of o
lder devices

with the superlin
ear runtime

improvements of new
er machines. We use this m

etric to rede
�ne

device servi
ce lifetime in terms of carbon

e�ciency. We develop a

cloudlet of r
eused Pixel 3A phones and

analyze the
carbon bene-

�ts of deplo
ying large, e

nd-to-end microservice-b
ased applications

on these smartphones. F
inally, we d

escribe syst
em architecture

s

and associat
ed challenge

s to scale to
cloudlets wi

th hundreds an
d

thousands o
f smartphones.

CCS CONC
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1 INTRODUCT
ION

Manufacturin
g electronic

devices is an
energy-inte

nsive proce
ss.

For devices
with lower utiliz

ation, such
as consumer-class elec

-

tronics or ov
er-provision

ed servers, manufacturin
g dominates the

lifetime carbon foo
tprint [17]. T

his is especia
lly true in de

vices with

short use cy
cles. In the U

nited States
alone, 150 m

illion smartphones

are discarde
d each year, amounting to o

ne phone dis
carded per p

er-

son every two years [8]. A
s a result, m

anufacturin
g accounts f

or

70 � 85% of the lifetim
e carbon footprint of

a smartphone [1
7, 31].

Consumer electronic
s are also be

coming increasin
gly powerfu

l—

the perform
ance of rece

nt smartphones ri
vals or excee

ds that of an

Intel Core-i
3 processor

(Figure 1). Y
et, phones a

re often discarded

despite bein
g completely (or partially

) operationa
l. Otherwise

func-

tional electr
onic devices

are retired p
rematurely due to techn

ical,

style, or pla
nned obsolescenc

e [33]. Com
pare this to

other high-

priced devic
es with entire ecosy

stems of function
al obsolesce

nce,

e.g., cars, w
hich are resold u

ntil they are “driven
into the gro

und.”

Of course, th
e performance of com

puting devic
es improves much

faster than that of a modern automobile. What should the lifetime

target be for
compute? Shoul

d we also ru
n every electronic d

evice

“into the ground?
” If so, whic

h applications
should run on these

older, less-c
apable devic

es? Can we aggrega
te devices to

perform

equivalent l
arger-scale c

omputing? And
perhaps most importantly,

how do we assess w
hether it is

worth it: when are there ca
rbon

savings to b
e had by scavenging

devices from
the “junkya

rd?”

To answer thes
e questions,

we introduc
e a new carbon-awa

re

performance metric. Computational C
arbon Intensity (CCI) mea-

sures the lifetime carbon impact of a device versus the lifetime

useful compute it perfo
rms. CCI quan

ti�es the va
lue of exten

ding

the service l
ifetime of computational d

evices.

We apply CCI to old s
ervers, old l

aptops, and
old smartphones.

While each device type
shows poten

tial as carbo
n-saving har

dware,

we �nd that used smartphones (
repurposed

as general-p
urpose

compute nodes)
o�er the bes

t potential f
or carbon impact.

Smartphones a
re an attractive ta

rget for repu
rposing for

several

reasons. Firs
t, there is a r

emarkably larg
e number of them. Between

60-70% of smartphones a
re neither th

rown out nor recy
cled [6, 38].

If even 10% of the devic
es decommissioned in the last �ve

years

were available for repurpo
sing, we would have 75 million new

compute nodes.
Second, a sm

artphone co
mes with a wide array

of

valuable com
ponents: inc

reasingly powerful pr
ocessors, a r

obust

uninterrupt
ible power supp

ly (batteries),
and a diverse array of

networking
hardware, w

hich includes loc
al area conn

ectivity (WiFi

and Bluetooth) a
nd long-range,

high-perfor
mance uplink

(cellular

modems).

This work is licensed un
der a Creativ

e Commons Attributi
on 4.0 Interna-

tional Licens
e.
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Figure from Chasing Carbon, Gupta, Kim, Lee, Tse, Lee, Wei, Brooks, and Wu; HPCA 2021

Historical analysis of Facebook’s carbon footprint
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Scope 1 - Capex Scope 2 - Opex Scope 3 - Capex

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Impact of renewable 
energy in data centers

Facebook’s datacenter carbon footprint over time

“scope 3” is the supply chain, 
49% of which is construction & 
hardware manufacturing

scope 2 without buying renewable energy

“scope 2” is the datacenter power, 
the energy it takes to run the machines
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Multi-chip modules are suddenly everywhere

Apple M1 Ultra 
2 dies

Ryzen Threadripper PRO 5995WX 
9 dies

Intel Ponte Vecchio GPU 
47 dies



AWS Graviton3 Multi-Chip Module (2022)

64 Arm Neoverse V2 cores

DDR5 controller

(x4)

PCIe controller

(x2)



DDR 
1998

DDR2 
2003

DDR3 
2007

DDR4 
2014

DDR5 
2020

DDR6 
?

DDR SDRAM standards tend to last for a good long while

a good long while a good long while probably a good long while
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Design reuse: the fantasy view



Design reuse: in the real world

Today’s 
Machine

Next Year’s 
Machine

Machine 
of the Future

Machine 
of the Future 

v2.0



computing’s carbon footprint

the chiplet revolution
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silicon recycling



Arm 
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PCIe
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Server
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CPU Mesh

PCIe
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Embedded 

Device

Next Year’s 
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Toward actual reuse
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Disintegrate



Chiplet disintegration

multi-chip module chiplets multi-chip module

disintegration packaging



Make computers cheaper

Reduce computing’s embodied carbon 
footprint, thereby helping address the most 
urgent problem that humanity will grapple 

with in any of our lifetimes

Publish more 
ASPLOS papers

Reasons to be excited about silicon recycling



1: Carbon-aware architectural disaggregation
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1: Carbon-aware architectural disaggregation
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2: Design tools for spare-parts synthesis

RTL New Hardware, 
From Scratchclassic EDA toolchain



2: Design tools for spare-parts synthesis

RTL

New 
Hardware

EDA with spare parts

chiplets we already have

or can get cheaply



3: Physically reconfigurable fabrics

BRAM

BRAM

BRAM

DSP

DSP

DSP

DSP

I/O

logic array 
(LUTs, etc.)

a current FPGA

(hilariously oversimplified)
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silicon recycling seems cool 
and could help address 

computation’s carbon cost

chiplet disintegration 
is not realistic

amazing ASPLOS research reveals 
the incredible system-level 
potential of silicon recycling



silicon recycling seems cool 
and could help address 

computation’s carbon cost

chiplet disintegration 
is not realistic

amazing ASPLOS research reveals 
the incredible system-level 
potential of silicon recycling

incentive drives innovation in 
silicon recycling technology


